May 16, 2000
Electronic Bulletin No. 66

ANNOUNCEMENT
Listed below is the train operating plan for the upcoming Memorial Day Holiday
weekend.
Some Pacer Stacktrain Services with a cutoff on Monday, 5/29 may be consolidated with
other services and or annulled due to low volumes from the holiday.
Some Pacer Stacktrain volume with an availability on Monday, 5/29 may be delayed up
to 24 hours and made available on Tuesday, 5/30.
All trains enroute are planned to continue operating predicated on crew availability.
From the Automotive perspective, we will Annul the CHMX41-522, CHLO41-522 (if
enough volume we will operate one consolidated train), and ITMX41-522. CHHE31-522
and CHEP31-522 will consolidate out of Chicago and split at Herington Ks on to their
respective destinations. The Dupo originating volume on CHHE41-522 will be annulled.
As of this writing, both the Mexican and U.S. customs are working at all gateways into
and out of Mexico, so all southbound and northbound trains will interchange as designed.
Exceptions:
Chicago westbound program will operate as normal. Depending upon volumes, we may
combine some services over the holiday.
The eastbound program from Global Gateway North and Global Gateway South will
operate as normal, pending vessel arrivals.
All other eastbound services originating PNW, NorCal and East Los Angeles will be
annulled unless other specified in the ccmail.
ICTF will operate as normal.

CSX is planning on operating as "normal" due to its congestion and service issues. This
will provide a good opportunity to rid their system of any unneeded volume.

Although, Kearny will be an exception to the above. Kearny will be closed on Monday
for the long holiday weekend.
The CNRR will operate as normal predicated on crew availability.
The UPRR and CSX have published their terminal operation plans for the holiday. Since
the list is too long to replicate here, please call Oakland Stacktrain Ops. if regards to any
questions you may have concerning a specific terminal.
Pacer Stacktrain Team members may be contacted by the following cell phones and or
pagers in the event of an emergency.
Northern Corridor:
Kevin Aguas:
510 708 5435
Ernie Castro
800 800 8857
Southern Corridor:
Leslie Selby
925 947 9234
North South
Bruce Denny

510 385 4201

West Coast
Eric Christman will be on vaction, please contact Kevin Aguas at the above number.
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